We exhibit a class of outer derivations of the Lie algebra P of complex polynomials under Poisson bracket, and prove that every derivation of P is a linear combination of one of these and an inner derivation, although this decomposition may not be unique. In particular, we show that any derivation of P which maps constants to zero must be inner. We use these results to characterise certain solutions of the Dirac problem.
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If, g¡ = 2J-----)• i-iXdqj dpi dpj dq,/ It is well known [l ] that this defines a Lie bracket on E, and we shall denote the corresponding Lie algebra also by E. The collection of all complex polynomials in the variables x forms a Lie subalgebra of E, which we shall denote by P. A derivation of Pisa linear map D: P-*P such that (1) {D(f), g} + {/, D(g)} = D({f, g}) all/, g G P.
A derivation of P into £ is a linear map D: P-OE such that (1) holds. P possesses inner derivations of form [2 ] D(f) = [A,f] some AEP and all f E P.
A derivation of P which is not of this form will be called outer.
In this paper we find all the derivations of P. We first exhibit ( §2) a class of outer derivations of P, and in §3 we prove that every derivation of P is a linear combination of one of these and an inner derivation, although this decomposition may not be unique. In particular, we show that a derivation of P which maps constants to zero must be inner. Analogous results hold for derivations of P into E. Finally in §4 we characterise certain solutions of the Dirac problem.
2.
A class of outer derivations of P. It is not obvious at the outset that P does in fact possess outer derivations, but we have Lemma 1. For any set of complex numbers a = (alf • • • , an), the map (2) Da:f-*f -¿ (aiPi -~ + (l-aj)qj-^-)
i-t \ dpi dqj / is an outer derivation of P.
Proof. Condition (1) can be verified directly, although this is tedious. A more interesting proof is as follows. For each fEP, let X/ be the vector field on R2n defined by *_£(*. _l_f ±\ y_i \dpj dqj dqj dp¡/ Then for all/, gEP we have [3] [xf, x.] = x,xs -XQX, = -X{f,oh X,g = {g,f} = -{/, g}.
Let ñ denote the differential 2-form ^Z"=i dpjAdqj, defined by
for all vector fields X, Y. Let « be any differential 1-form such that doi = Q. This property is expressed by the equation [3] V showing that the map f-*f-a(X/) is a derivation of P. We obtain Da by putting w = 2Z"_i (aiPA<lj -(\ -af)qjdp¡). Also, since Da(\) ¿¿0, we see that Da is not inner. where each g,-is a function of q{ and pi only, such that dgi/dpi;=/,-. Thus Q contains all polynomials of product form. Taking linear combinations, we obtain Q -P.
3. All the derivations of P. The inner derivations of P can be characterised simply by Lemma 3. If D is a derivation of P, and D(l) =0, then D is inner.
Proof. From (1) is also a derivation of P, and T(l) = 0. Hence, by Lemma 3, T is inner. Thus for some constant c and some A EP,
Every derivation D of P into E has the form (7) for some AEE and some constant c.
Proof. Exactly as for Theorem 1, but using Lemma 4 instead. These results can be extended to the case of derivations of E (defined in an obvious manner) provided we topologise E suitably so that P forms a dense subset, and make certain continuity assumptions about the derivations. It is obvious from the proofs that Theorems 1 and 2 can be extended to the Lie algebra of real polynomials under Poisson bracket. Souriau's solution [5] corresponds to A =0, and was first found by van Hove [7j. Streater [ó] obtains the solution corresponding to writing A=B -\^yi=xpjq¡ in (10). There still remains the question of finding the general Dirac map. Certain other types [4] also reduce to the form (10).
